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China Granite 

One Stop Solution For Chinese Granite 

Your All-in-One Destination for Design, Selection, Processing, Inspection, and Online Technical Support. 

Welcome to Jaddas Stone, your China granite supplier. We offer a wide selection of granite stones from 

around the world in a variety of colors and textures, so you can pick the one that suits your needs within 

your budget. As a specialized producer of granite products in China, we work closely with our customers to 

accurately process and assemble the products according to the designer’s drawings, with us you don’t have 

to worry about the quality of the product and you can track the entire production process, what you see is 

what you get. 

Popular Chinese Granite Color Selections 

China granite is famous in the world, Chinese granite colors including China black granite, China grey 

granite, China red & pink granite, China yellow & brown granite , blue and green granite and China white 

granite. etc. 

Why Jaddas Stone Granite 

Your Trusted Source for Premium Granite Worldwide 

Jaddas Stone has earned the trust of customers around the globe with its exceptional granite products and 

services. Our state-of-the-art intelligent granite factory allows us to customize stone products in any shape 

and size, based on your project’s CAD drawings. While China boasts a rich variety of stone resources, we 

are dedicated to satisfying every customer through our robust service capabilities, competitive pricing, high-

quality products, and on-time delivery. Renowned for its unique colors, patterns, and textures, Chinese 

granite stands as a premier choice in natural stone. As a leading granite supplier in China, Jaddas Stone 

encompasses granite slabs, processing, sales, and project decoration services. We are committed to 

providing you with the finest solutions for your stone needs. 

Exploring the Diverse Applications of China Granite: 

Discover the versatility of China granite, a sought-after natural stone used in a 

myriad of applications worldwide: 

Architectural Marvels & Interior Elegance: 

Tiles & Panels,Granite Slab, ountertops & Vanity Tops,Staircase Components. 

Artistic Expressions & Landscape Enhancements: 
 

Sculptures & Carvings,Fountains & Garden Ornaments,Memorials & Monuments. 

 

China granite finds its way into numerous other applications, including sinks, bathtubs, fireplace surrounds, 

and more. 

https://jaddas.com/product-category/china-granite-2/black-granite/
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